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Source: Environmental Partnership

1 Hill slide and climbing play
NOTES:

Provide a series of playing mounds in different 
height with a variety of climbing options and 
embankment slide.

Provide access to sand, water, bio-swale and 
sandstone logs that are sensory focused and 
natural elements to stimulate senses for a 
range of abilities and ages. 

Provide picnic shelter, accessible BBQ and 
accessible picnic table set that are adjacent to 
sand and water play area

Provide cycle track with directional markings 
and sensory surface for a range of abilities and 
ages

Provide challenging terrain with bumps, dips 
and level changes.

Passive lawn area for rest and quiet play and 
high point to overlook the playground

Play zone with the landmark play structure, 
swings and spinner to provide multiple 
play opportunities (both comfortable and 
challenging) to engage kids with different ages 
and ability levels

Provide a variety of seating opportunities for 
carer to rest and overlook the playground

Accessible toilet and feature change facilities

Provide a quieter discovery-imaginative 
play area in a bush experience setting with 
discovery, imaginary and sensory elements 
and balancing play 

Provide opportunities for unstructured play 
and connections to local environment 

Manage stormwater from Koala Rd and 
provide natrual play opportunities

2 Sand & water play 

3 Shelter & BBQ 

Children’s cycle track 

Kids cycle pump track

Turfed mound 

Multiplay /Adventure play /
Dynamic Play 

Seating area 

Amenities

10 Bush experience/ Balance play/
Unprogrammed play

Informal kick-about space

Bio-swales
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Provide main entrance to playground at 
Plasto St and Koala Rd intersection with kerb 
extension.

Provide accessible car park bays adjacent to 
existing park entry

Secondary park entry conjunction with new 
shared path along Koala Road

Main entrance to playground

Secondary entrance to playground

Secondary entrance to playground

Minor entry
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